
Bank War

Japan Asserts Interests,
But ‘No’ Is Not Enough
by Kathy Wolfe

Since Japan’s Harvard-trained Financial Services Minister,
Heizo Takenaka, backed down Oct. 30 and issued a weakened
version of his “made in U.S.A.” emergency banking package,
a remarkable rising commentary in Tokyo has re-asserted
the national interest of Japan, as distinct from the financial
interests of Wall Street. Diet (parliament) Member Shizuka
Kamei, dean of the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP),
compared Takenaka to Maximilian Robespierre, head of the
French Revolution’s Terror, for his plan to decapitate Japa-
nese industry by foreclosing on $400 billion in bank loans,
throwing 4 million people out of work. “Like Maximilien Robespierre,” is how Japan’s Financial

Mr. Kamei added that Mr. Takenaka is “nothing better Services Minister Heizo Takenaka is being blasted, by Liberal
Democratic Party dean Shuzuka Kamei and many others.than anagent of vultures,” referring to the WallStreet “vulture
Takenaka, a Wall Street agent in Japan has come under fiercefunds,” as they are known in Asia, which hunt distressed
attack. Stopping Takenaka’s mass-layoffs-and-shutdown strategy,companies to snap up their stock cheap. “Mr. Takenaka’s
however, won’t stop the global financial collapse behind it.

orientation is highly rated overseas, but we need to pay atten-
tion to attempts by foreign companies to take over Japanese
firms,” Keiichiro Okabe, president of the Japan Petroleum
Association, warned explicitly Nov. 6. “There naturally have purely domestic measures, the more its industrial firms will

fail.been demands for Japan’s national interest to be protected.”
White House Chief Economic Adviser Glenn Hubbard

“keeps urging that Japanese banks’ non-performing loansInsider Trading Charged
The stiffening of spine in Tokyo is directly related to(NPLs) be dumped at deep discount into the markets, because

it’s in the interests of U.S. business to buy them up cheap,”EIR’s warnings since January that the American Enterprise
Institute, the Caxton hedge fund, and their Wall Street friends,said a source close to the Bank of Japan. “But those I really

blame are the Japanese who agree to this, because it’s not in are organizing a “sell Japan” movement (see “Japan Facing
Reverse Pearl Harbor,”EIR,Jan. 25). Their aim is to buy upJapan’s national interest.”

The U.S. dollar meanwhile fell 3% against the yen in the chunks of the world’s second industrial power, as they did in
Korea and Indonesia during 1998, removing a major indepen-firstweek inNovember, afterBank ofJapan GovernorMasaru

Hayami repeated his prior comments that “we can’t help it, dent economic base from Asia.
Even Tokyo’s top conservative daily,Yomiuri News,onsince the dollar is weak due to U.S. economic fundamentals.”

His comment is a sign that this time, Japan may not intervene Nov. 6 slammed Takenaka, his chief of staff Takeshi Kimura,
and Bush Chief Economic Adviser Hubbard, as being in ca-to bail out the buck.

It is well the “Robespierre” plan will not close chunks of hoots with Wall Street. “Japan has made the right choice at
the 11th hour” in dumping the plan, it editorialized, “despiteJapan’s industrial base tomorrow. Yet Tokyo cannot impo-

tently “Say ‘No,’ ” as in the 1980s, and survive. Japan’s elite a barrage of praise for the Takenaka plan in U.S. and Euro-
pean media.”must speak out about the real cause of the crisis: the bank-

ruptcy of the dollar-based global financial system. Tokyo First,Yomiurinoted, economic reality is that Japan is in
a 1930s deflation, and “the Koizumi Administration’s claimshould call for a global bank reorganization, including for the

equally bankrupt NewYork and European banks,and demand that bad loans cause deflation, is patently not true. Deflation
causes bad loans. . . . If the Takenaka plan had gone into force,a New Bretton Woods world monetary system, so that trade

can be restarted. The more Tokyo tries to go it alone, with it wouldhave caused . . .a serious credit contraction, plunging
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the nation’s economy into a catastrophic depression. . . . The Takenaka: ‘We have to create a system under which industrial
companies with recovery prospects can be revived!’ ” On Oct.Japan Research Institute predicted that the plan would . . . add

3.32 million people to jobless rolls and push down GDP by 23, Shiokawa, Hayami, METI Minister Takeo Hiranuma, and
Takenaka “held talks without Ministry bureaucrats”— that is,as much as 6.4%. . . .

“Under the circumstances, the public has been embar- brutal talks. The older men rammed it down Takenaka’s throat
that there would be a “new entity,” Nikkei said.rassed at repeated remarks by Glenn Hubbard, chairman of

the U.S. Council of Economic Advisers, that he has thrown
his support behind the Takenaka plan,” Yomiuri went on. Banks Against the Wall

The bureaucrats may battle, but Japan, Inc. is going downWorse, Takenaka’s plan gave “confidential information of the
Financial Services Agency” to Takeshi Kimura, Takenaka’s the tubes. The reality is, that none of these purely domestic

proposals can possibly save Japan’s $10-trillion banking sys-chief of staff—who is also Tokyo Branch Chief of the top
Wall Street accounting firm KPMG. “There might have even tem, which lives or dies on global trade and investment. The

banks, for their part, are increasingly turning to private-sectorbeen the danger of the information being used for insider
trading or otherwise abused. On top of this, some analysts made-on-Wall Street “solutions,” out of desperation. Tokyo’s

largest banks are now resorting to the gambling casino ofhave pointed out that Hubbard’s remarks may possibly be in
line with U.S. investment fund companies’ intentions to buy “credit derivatives,” Nikkei reported Nov. 7, in the mad ac-

countant’s desire to improve their capital-to-assets ratios—up Japanese banks and other corporate entities at bargain-
basement prices.” by shrinking loan assets!

The $1.2-trillion Mizuho Bank reduced its loan assets by
$11 billion as of Sept. 30 through credit derivatives. Sumi-Fight over Industrial Revival

In more signs of fight, meanwhile, Japan’s government tomo Mitsui Banking plans to turn to credit derivatives to
slice off $5 billion in loans, largely to some 1,000 to 2,000on Nov. 8 announced the creation of a new Cabinet Ministry

for Industrial Revitalization, headed by MP Sadakazu Tani- small and midsize companies. UFJ Holdings is also using
credit derivatives to reduce assets.gaki, former head of the Science and Technology Agency.

The new Ministry is to “ensure that Japan’s industrial sector Credit derivatives are an accounting fiction under which
lenders and investors engage in “fi nancial agreements” thatdoesn’ t get its head chopped off” by the Harvard Jacobins,

in whatever program is implemented to reorganize Tokyo’s they are “buying and selling the credit risk associated with a
particular loan or pool of loans,” without the loans leavingbrain-dead banks, Tokyo officials told EIR.

The new Ministry will, by implication, have the power to the original bank. Normally a bank must sell off loans at a loss,
or force borrowers to repay under duress, to reduce assets. Butcreate directed credit, by having “ the power to assess which

troubled industrial companies have a shot at survival and banks don’ t like losses, or ruining relations with borrowers.
With credit derivatives, the loans stay in the bank’s portfo-should be bailed out,” Cabinet Secretary Yasuo Fukuda said.

That is, it will, as the old Ministry of International Trade and lio. An outside third party such as a Wall Street vulture fund
or “special-purpose company” agrees to buy the credit deriva-Industry (MITI) used to do, “pick winners.” The core of Wall

Street’s “Big Bang” deregulation drive in Japan has been that tive, and thus assumes the risk if the loan goes bad. The bank
pays the third party a premium similar to an insurance pre-government was no longer allowed to “pick winners.” The

new entity will be separate from the state Resolution and mium, in return for receiving protection if borrowers de-
fault—somewhat like paying protection to the Mafia. TheCollection Corp. (RCC), which is charged with buying up

bank loans. Importantly, this will allow the new entity to focus third-party company then sells the risk again, by selling bonds
to the public. Investors who buy bonds issued by the third-on saving industrial capacity, rather than maximizing paper

profits, as is the mandate of the RCC. party company receive interest payments, but if loan losses
occur, they lose some or all of their principle. What this meansFinance Minister Masajuro Shiokawa told the Diet Nov.

7 that he may earmark over $85 billion (Y10 trillion) for is that if the loan goes bad, someone’s Aunt Michiko in Osaka,
whose money market fund bought the bonds, loses a chunk“ industrial revitalization. . . . It is impossible to revitalize in-

dustry within the figure projected for bad loan disposal. I of her savings.
Under the glorious lunacy of accounting rules, the bankspredict it will require several times that figure,” he said. The

government set aside a total of $590 billion (Y70 trillion) for don’ t have to count the loans as part of their assets, once this
“protection” is bought. Ergo, their capital-to-asset ratios lookbank bailouts (deposit guarantees) and “ revitalization,” but

now it appears the two funds will be separated and industry better to Moody’s rating agency, the gnomes at the Bank for
International Settlements, and other Western financier outfits.will get much more cash, a Tokyo source told EIR.

Nikkei on Nov. 5 described the behind-the-scenes policy Naturally none of this means anything in the real world, and
Japan’s mega-banks are just as exposed to runs and predatorybattle in which BOJ Governor Hayami won the equally el-

derly but more vacuous Finance Minister to his view. It re- operations to “sell Japan” as ever before. But more chunks of
the Japanese economy are being snapped up by the Westernported an Oct. 22 scene in which the elderly Shiokawa, an-

gered at the Harvard boy’s focus on closing banks, “yelled at “ third parties.”
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